
YELLOW ROUTE 

Starting from the square in Giazza and following the signs for the yellow route, take Via di Sopra, the uphill 

road between the church and the Cimbri Museum which ascends through the whole village; at the stop 

sign, turn left onto the municipal road which continues to Revolto, passing in front of the former Hotel 

Belvedere. At the junction for Contrada Ercoli, continue along the road to the right, passing first by a capital 

and then by the old 'Calcara' of the Recita family (on the right), a sort of 'oven' where lime was once 

produced by baking the stones for days. 

Continuing on for another hundred metres, just before the entrance (about 10 m) to the Contrada 

Boscangrove car park (with picnic area), take the path on the left that descends towards the ford on the 

Revolto stream: at this point, the stream is dry for most of the year, but if it is not, it is advisable to go back 

as far as the junction for Contrada Ercoli, descend and reach Contrada Bosco along the paved municipal 

road. Once you have crossed the ford, continue along the path through the fir forest (marked CAI trail no. 

185–E5), following the stream for a short distance and, after a short climb, you will pass by the charming 

""Casa Zicoli"", where there is a fountain; the path continues in an alternation of woods and grassy 

pastures as far as Contrada Bosco (just before you pass by a small cave on the right). Once near the houses, 

keeping the path to the left, descend to the asphalt road and turn right (if you had opted for the Contrada 

Ercoli variant to avoid the ford, this is the point where you resume the original route). Continuing slightly 

downhill along the little road, which is first tarmac, then dirt and finally cemented, we come to a fork 

where we turn left onto the cart track that descends to return to the village (this is the initial stretch of the 

famous ""Strada delle Gosse"", an ancient route still used today for transhumance). Passing over the 

Contrada Osti bridge, to the right of the fountain, you climb up the distinctive stone steps of Via Zagaroa, 

where you can admire the paintings on the façade of the Antica Casa Cimbra (ancient Cimbrian house) and 

the imposing waterfalls of the Val Fraselle stream. 

Following the entire flight of steps, you finally reach the town square, the point from which you started out. 


